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ABSTRACT: Investigating the multidimensional integration between
different microbiological kingdoms possesses potential toward engineering
next-generation bionic architectures. Bacterial and fungal kingdom
exhibits mutual symbiosis that can offer advanced functionalities to
these bionic architectures. Moreover, functional nanomaterials can serve
as probing agents for accessing newer information from microbial
organisms due to their dimensional similarities. In this article, a bionic
mushroom was created by intertwining cyanobacterial cells with graphene
nanoribbons (GNRs) onto the umbrella-shaped pileus of mushroom for
photosynthetic bioelectricity generation. These seamlessly merged GNRs
function as agents for mediating extracellular electron transport from
cyanobacteria resulting in photocurrent generation. Additionally, three-
dimensional (3D) printing technique was used to assemble cyanobacterial
cells in anisotropic, densely packed geometry resulting in adequate cell-
population density for efficient collective behavior. These 3D printed cyanobacterial colonies resulted in comparatively higher
photocurrent (almost 8-fold increase) than isotropically casted cyanobacteria of similar seeding density. An insight of the
proposed integration between cyanobacteria and mushroom derives remarkable advantage that arises from symbiotic
relationship, termed here as engineered bionic symbiosis. Existence of this engineered bionic symbiosis was confirmed by UV−
visible spectroscopy and standard plate counting method. Taken together, the present study augments scientific understanding
of multidimensional integration between the living biological microworld and functional abiotic nanomaterials to establish
newer dimensionalities toward advancement of bacterial nanobionics.

KEYWORDS: Additive manufacturing, bionic symbiosis, cyanobacteria, graphene nanoribbons, mushroom,
photosynthetic bioelectricity

The covert biological microworld is comprised of a
plethora of micro-organisms which holds astounding,

yet untapped functionalities, that offer enormous opportunities
for exploration. These microbial species coexist, efficiently
interact, and perform incredible tasks to maintain self-
sustaining microbiota. The biological microworld is classified
into several kingdoms, wherein bacterial and fungal kingdoms
reap mutual benefits by exhibiting significant mutualistic
symbiosis.1−3 Therein lies a greater engineering challenge in
utilizing inherent capabilities and functionalities by selectively
and controllably teaming-up different species from the
biological microworld to realize functional bionic architectures
toward innovative applications. Therefore, a compelling
scientific interest is to pay attention for inquisitive resources
and techniques for tapping into the biological microworld for
better cognizance leading toward novel opportunities.
Bacterial cells in densely packed forced colonies perform

phenomenal social activities for accomplishing complex
functionalities such as, bioluminescence (exhibited by Vibrio
f ischeri4), transferring of genetic materials,5 and antibiotic
production.6 These bacterial cells in densely packed forced
colonies utilize numerous communication pathways such as,
employing low molecular weight autoinducers and signaling

oligopeptides,7,8 packaging molecules into extracellular mem-
brane vesicles,9 and formation of channeling structures known
as microplasmodesmata.10 Likewise, intracellular channels
facilitate the exchange of molecules and growth factors that
results in mutually dependent metabolic activities for efficient
functionalities.11 There is a persuasive engineering challenge to
avail this collective behavioral ability of bacteria resulting from
cell-population density to create a functional bionic architec-
ture.
Among the prolific bacterial species of scientific interests,

cyanobacteria possess a unique ability for photosynthetic
energy conversion with an unmatched internal quantum
efficiency of nearly 100%.12 The evolution of photosynthetic
organisms over 2.5 billion years has resulted in the most
efficient antenna systems for absorbing incident light energy
and systematically directing it to reaction centers, followed by
charge separation.13 Thus, nature maps the most efficient way
to utilize solar energy by converting it into chemical bonds
during the process of photosynthesis performed by plants and
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certain bacterial species. A soluble pigment−protein complex
type of photosynthetic antennae, namely cyanobacterial
Phycobilisomes, perform the function of harvesting light
energy in cyanobacteria.14 Micro-organisms that possess such
photosynthetic capabilities embrace potential applications
toward advancements in fields such as bacteriology,15 energy
harvesting,16 genetic engineering,17 and bacterial nanobionics.
We propose to utilize this light energy conversion capability of
cyanobacteria to realize a bionic architecture for photo-
synthetic bioelectricity generation studies.
To realize such a bionic architecture, nature provides

inspiration from a few organisms that have evolved over
millions of years and upholds the compelling structure for
biomimicking. Mushroom is one such living organism that
belongs to the fungi kingdom and classifies as saprophytes.
Mushroom’s pileus can be utilized resourcefully to immobilize
densely packed forced cyanobacterial colonies for efficient
photosynthetic bioelectricity generation. Water molecules
required for photosynthesis can be delivered to immobilized
cyanobacteria via capillary action of hydrophilic fibrous stripes
called hyphae, which runs from the underground mycelium,
toward the mushroom’s pileus. Moreover, the mushroom’s
porous structure transfers water molecules within the pileus
and hence provides the necessary water channels. Recently,
these structural properties of the mushroom were effectively
explored for efficient solar steam-generation devices.18 We
propose to harness these unique structural properties of the
mushroom to realize a functional bionic mushroom, by
interweaving cyanobacterial cells on its pileus. Engineering a
multidimensional integration among different microbiological
kingdoms can harness advantage by exploring the existence of
rational bionic symbiosis. As the mushroom lacks the ability to
perform photosynthesis19 due to the absence of chlorophyll
pigments, these seamlessly intertwined cyanobacterial colonies
can impart photosynthesis functionality to the mushroom.
Concurrently, the mushroom’s structure provides self-serving
biophysiological conditions, such as humid shelter and stable
source of nutrients for cyanobacterial colonies to survive
longer. Hence, the proposed integration derives mutual
benefits and is termed as “engineered bionic symbiosis”. We
have performed a comparative study to explore the suitability
of a biotic substrate (button mushroom) for long-time
duration cyanobacterial survival as compared to commonly
used biocompatible substrate (polysiloxane).
Likewise, the continually progressing field of functional

abiotic nanomaterials possesses the potential to act as probing
agents for accessing information to gain newer understandings
of the biological microworld due to their dimensional
similarities.20 Tailoring materials at nanometer dimensions
offers enhanced functionalities over their bulk counter-
parts.21−23 These functional nanomaterials exhibit properties
for wide-ranging applications such as antimicrobial resist-
ance,24 optoelectronics,25 piezoelectricity,26,27 superhydropho-
bic surfaces,28 sensing,29,30 actuation,31 energy harvesting,32

and storage.33 Recent advancements in research efforts toward
effective integration of functional abiotic nanomaterials, such
as carbon nanotubes (CNTs)16 and gold nanoprobes34 with
bacterial and algal cells demonstrates promising aspects.
Therefore, we reason that the interaction between biological
microworld with abiotic nanomaterials should be explored
further to realize an advanced functional bionic mushroom
structure.

In the present article, a bionic mushroom (Figure 1A) was
created for photosynthetic bioelectricity generation using

three-dimensional (3D) printing technique to generate densely
packed anisotropic cyanobacterial (Anabaena) colonies seam-
lessly merged with abiotic nanomaterial (graphene nanorib-
bons, GNRs) onto the umbrella-shaped pileus. Recently, our
group has successfully demonstrated the 3D interweaving of
biological tissue with functional electronics for creating bionic
ears.35 Taking this a step further, this work explores 3D
multimaterial printing for seamless intertwining of abiotic and
biotic microworld. Previously, few attempts toward 3D

Figure 1. (A) A schematic of bionic mushroom with 3D printed
cyanobacterial colonies for photosynthetic bioelectricity generation.
(B) Polysiloxane as a structural scaffold support material. (C) GNRs
uniformly dispersed in PEDOT:PSS conductive matrix as an
electronic-ink for printing electrode network. (D) Cyanobacterial
cell culture preseeded in alginate hydrogel matrix constituting
biological-ink. (E) A robotic arm (Fisnar F5200N) modified as a
pneumatic extrusion-based 3D printing machine. (F,I) Button
mushroom (biotic mushroom, BM) and artificial mushroom (abiotic
mushroom, AM). (G,J) Electrode network printed in Fibonacci
sequence on BM and AM, and (H,K) 3D printed cyanobacterial
colonies on BM and AM, respectively.
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printing of bacterial cells have shown promising applications
for material production36,37 and enhanced antibiotic resistance
due to 3D arrangement.38 We demonstrate a notable capability
to utilize spatial and organizational ability of 3D printed
cyanobacterial cells to realize a functional bionic mushroom for
photosynthetic bioelectricity generation. Furthermore, we have
accomplished direct 3D printing on a living mushroom by
precisely considering the intricate gradients of its umbrella-
shaped pileus. Additionally, a remarkable insight of the present
integration arises from symbiotic relationship between
cyanobacterial cells and mushroom, resulting in the longer
life-span of cyanobacteria. The investigation of this engineered
bionic symbiosis is confirmed by UV−visible spectroscopy and
standard plate counting method.
A comparative study was undertaken for demonstrating

photosynthetic bioelectricity generation from 3D printed and
isotropically casted cyanobacterial cells immobilized on a biotic
and abiotic mushroom. Figure 1B−E shows structural
(polysiloxane), electronic (GNRs + PEDOT:PSS) and bio-
logical (cyanobacterial cells) materials fed into a pneumatically
controlled syringe of a robotic arm (Fisnar F5200N)
assembled to function as a 3D printer. A culinary button
mushroom (as biotic mushroom, BM), and 3D printed
polysiloxane structure (as abiotic mushroom, AM) were
employed as substrates (Figure 1F,I). First, a highly conductive
percolated network of GNRs39 uniformly dispersed in
PEDOT:PSS (poly(3, 4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene-
sulfonate) solution, 2% (w/v) was constituted as electronic-ink
to print the electrode network (see Experimental Methods).
The conductivity of printed electronic-ink was 0.47 ± 0.02 S/
cm as measured by four-point conductivity measurement. This
was followed by bioink preparation using the protocol
modified from our previous work.35 In the present study,
bioink is formulated by gently vortexing alginate hydrogel with
an exponentially growing cyanobacterial cells in nutrient-rich
medium (Alga-Gro by Carolina) at an optimized concentration
of 4% (w/v) (see Supporting Information: preparation of
printing inks). To evaluate the viscoelastic property of as-
prepared electronic-ink and bioink, these inks were subjected
to an increasing shear rate variation with a rotational
rheometer (Figure S1A,B). The electronic-ink was tested in a
shear ramp test running from 0.1 to 10 s−1 and bioink from 1
to 1000 s−1 shear rate over the duration of 2 min. Both these
inks exhibited a noticeable shear thinning behavior typically
encountered for uniformly dispersed suspensions,40 hence
facilitating the printing process with good reliability resulting
from higher viscosity. These inks were efficiently printed with a
needle size of 27G (inner diameter of 210 μm), as optimized
during our previous work.35 The as-prepared electronic-ink
was printed in a Fibonacci series pattern on mushroom’s
pileus, an inspiration from natural biological structures.41 This
specific pattern was selected because it provides uniformly
branched electrode network resulting in the maximum
coverage of pileus surface area (Figure 1G,J). This was
followed by bioink printing in spiral shape pattern on top of
Fibonacci electrode network,42 allowing for multitudinous
cross-sectional contact areas between cyanobacterial cells and
electrode network (Figure 1H,K). During the printing of
bioink, ionic cross-linking of alginate was initiated by spraying
CaCl2 solution (0.25 M concentration in DI water) resulting in
the structural stability of printed spiral bioink over mushroom’s
pileus. Altogether, the resulting structure is a 3D printed bionic
mushroom seamlessly integrating biotic world (cyanobacterial

cells and mushroom) with abiotic nanomaterials (GNRs +
PEDOT:PSS) for photosynthetic bioelectricity generation.
Microscopic studies were conducted for investigating spatial

alignment and distribution of cyanobacterial cells in 3D
printed and isotropically casted samples (Figure 2). It is visibly
evident that the 3D printed sample remarkably accomplished
anisotropically aligned and densely packed cyanobacterial
colonies, rather than isotropically casted sample for equal

Figure 2. Microscopic studies. (A,B) Bright-field microscopic images
showing anisotropically aligned densely packed 3D printed
cyanobacterial colonies and isotropically casted randomly distributed
cyanobacterial cells, respectively (scale bar: 50 μm). (C,D) Calcein
dye fluorescence signals (scale bar: 50 μm). (E) The 3D printing of
bioink in a square mesh structure (height in z-direction ∼7−8 mm)
(scale bar: 1 cm). Inset: magnified view of a single unit block. (F)
Strong autofluorescence signal emission from chlorophyll pigments of
3D printed cyanobacterial cells at four different locations (1−4 on
square mesh) indicating anisotropically aligned cyanobacteria in the
direction of printing path (scale bar: 20 μm). (G) SEM image
showing morphological structure of 3D printed cyanobacteria
depicting anisotropic and orderly alignment (scale bar: 20 μm).
(H) Highly conductive percolated network of uniformly dispersed
GNRs in PEDOT:PSS solution (electronic-ink) (scale bar: 10 μm).
(I,J) Multitudinous direct physical attachment sites between GNRs
and outer membrane of cyanobacterial cells at two different locations
(scale bar: 2 μm).
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Figure 3. Photosynthetic bioelectricity generation studies. (A,B) Schematic representation of 3D printed and isotropically casted cyanobacteria on
mushroom’s pileus, respectively. (C,D) Amperometric studies (i−t curves) over numerous light on/off cycles. (C) Photocurrent generation from
3D printed cyanobacteria shows an almost 8-fold increase in photocurrent. (D) Photocurrent generation from isotropically casted cyanobacteria.
(E,F) Luminous flux variation studies generated a noteworthy mirror image pattern for photocurrent variation in 3D printed cyanobacteria sample:
(E) lower to higher luminous flux variation and (F) higher to lower luminous flux variation. (G) Photocurrent response from control sample (free-
standing films of GNRs + PEDOT:PSS) does not show detectable photocurrent during several light on/off cycles. (H) Variation of photocurrent
amplitude versus luminous flux shows linear characteristic. (Increasing order of luminous flux (black) and decreasing order of luminous flux (red))
(N = 5).
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seeding density of cyanobacterial cell culture (4% w/v) (Figure
2A,B). Further, these samples were then loaded with a
nonfluorescent acetoxymethylester (AM) derivative Calcein
dye, that readily traverses cell membrane wherein ester groups
are hydrolyzed by esterase to produce a fluorescent hydrophilic
product.43,44 Calcein dye was transported through the as-
prepared bioink and effectively taken up by 3D printed
cyanobacteria indicating highly porous matrix for effectively
delivering Calcein to embedded cyanobacterial cells (Figure
2C,D). Moreover, to illustrate versatility of the as-prepared
bioink, a square mesh pattern was also 3D printed (Figure 2E).
Self-standing structures of about 7−8 mm height in z-direction
(individual layer thickness of ∼0.8 to 1 mm) were printed
(Figure 2E, inset). Four different locations (1−4) are indicated
on the printed square mesh; corresponding autofluorescence
emission from encapsulated cyanobacterial cells at these
locations are displayed in Figure 2F. Noticeably, the
cyanobacterial cells tends to significantly align in the direction
of defined printing path leading toward direction-dependent
anisotropic geometry. The observed induced anisotropy is the
result of embedded cyanobacterial cells in bioink undergoing
shear-induced alignment as they flow through the printing
nozzle head.45 The emission of autofluorescence from
chlorophyll pigments located in thylakoid membranes of
cyanobacteria, which are the site for light-dependent reactions
during photosynthesis, indicates live and healthy cells entwined
in bioink matrix after the printing process. This establishes our
3D printing technique to be cytocompatible allowing
assemblage of cyanobacterial cells in anisotropic arrangement.
Different structural geometries were printed during the
optimization of bioink for printing purpose, wherein we have
observed similar anisotropy of cyanobacterial cells in the
direction of prescribed printing path (see Supporting
Information, Figure S2A−F).
For observing and analyzing the interaction between

cyanobacterial cells (embedded in bioink) and graphene
nanoribbons (uniformly dispersed in electronic-ink), scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) studies were performed by
employing standard cell fixing protocol (see Experimental
Methods). Figure 2G,H shows surface morphology of 3D
printed cyanobacteria depicting anisotropic and orderly
alignment and highly conductive percolated network of
uniformly dispersed GNRs in PEDOT:PSS solution (elec-
tronic-ink), respectively. Further, analysis of SEM images
reveals the presence of substantial voluminous direct physical
attachment sites between GNRs and outer membrane of
cyanobacterial cells (Figure 2I,J). These attachment sites act as
pathways for direct transfer of extracellular electrons generated
during photoinduced water oxidation reaction by facilitating
efficient electron transfer through the outer membrane redox
proteins.16 Use of highly conductive ribbon-like functional
nanomaterial for transferring of extracellular electrons is
advantageous because these structures provide multitudinous
points of contacts resulting in higher electron flux transfer. The
amperometric response of cyanobacterial cells to alternate light
and dark illumination cycles evidently demonstrates extrac-
ellular electron flux transfer facilitated through GNRs and is
discussed in detail in the following section.
A few prior successful attempts had shown notable light-

dependent electrogenic activity for different genetic variants of
cyanobacteria.16,46 Therefore, light-dependent photocurrent
generation can serve as a suitable evaluation parameter for our
experiments to compare performance characteristics of 3D

printed and isotropically casted cyanobacterial cells on
mushroom’s pileus. Figure 3A,B illustrates the schematic
representation of 3D printed and isotropically casted
cyanobacterial cells on a biotic mushroom’s pileus, wherein
the same number of cyanobacterial cells (4% w/v) were used
for comparing their photocurrent generation performance. The
3D printed Fibonacci electrode pattern on the mushroom’s
pileus serves as a working electrode, a platinum wire as a
counter electrode, and Ag/AgCl as a reference electrode thus
making the arrangement as a three-electrode setup. The
working electrode was extended through the stem of biotic
mushroom’s structure for electrical connection purpose and
the cross-sectional image is depicted in Figure S3 (see
Supporting Information). The experiments were conducted
on a biotic mushroom at an applied bias voltage of 0.5 V in 100
mM phosphate buffer saline with pH 7.4 used as the electrolyte
solution. Photocurrent measurement experiments were per-
formed under a photosynthetically active radiation (PAR)
source, having variable luminous flux settings (Dolan Jenner,
Fiber Lite). The effect of periodic light on/off cycle is notably
established from the amperometric (current versus time, i−t
curve) for both the 3D printed and isotropically casted
cyanobacteria sample in Figure 3C,D. When illuminated with a
light source, the photocurrent exhibited a sharp increase until
reaching a plateau level, and a steep decrease as the light
source is turned off. The source of electrons resulting in light-
dependent photocurrent is the PS-II (photosystem II), wherein
plastoquinone (PQ) plays a vital role of transporting electrons
from photosynthetic electron transport chain (P-ETC) to
extracellular environment.46 Subsequently, these extracellular
electrons were transferred via outer membrane redox proteins
to the physically attached GNRs dispersed on the electrode
surface. Further, it is also interesting to note that the 3D
printed cyanobacterial sample recorded an almost 8-fold
increase in photocurrent generation (Figure 3C), hence clearly
outperforming the isotropically casted cyanobacterial sample of
similar seeding density (Figure 3D) over numerous light and
dark cycles. The probable reason for such a higher photo-
current is the ability of 3D printed sample to assemble
cyanobacterial cells in densely packed geometry thus,
facilitating physical connections resulting in molecular
exchange and information-sharing via conjugation.47 More-
over, the observed increase in photocurrent is also attributed to
the ability of cyanobacterial cells in 3D printed forced colonies
to have synergic communication resulting in synchronized
collective behavioral characteristics, which is not possible for
isotropically casted samples. Similar evidence demonstrating
collective cell behavior due to confinement of Pseudomonas
aeruginosa bacteria in small volumes and densely packed
arrangement for initiating quorum sensing (QS) is observed by
Boedicker et al.48 Therefore, our efforts underlines a novel
concept of using 3D printing to generate densely packed forced
cyanobacterial colonies resulting in adequate population
densities to operate in synergic manner for photocurrent
generation.
The control sample employed in our present study was free-

standing films of GNRs dispersed in PEDOT:PSS solution
(acting as electrodes). Notably, light on/off experiments on
control sample does not produce any detectable photocurrent
during several light and dark cycles (Figure 3G). Additionally,
we have conducted control experiments with dead cyanobac-
terial cells to support the claim of photocurrent generation
resulting from the extracellular electron transport associated
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with cyanobacterial metabolism. To kill cyanobacterial cells, we
have treated these cells with 100% methanol solution and have
kept it in dark at 4 °C for the duration of 12 h. Figure S4 shows
bright-field and fluorescence microscopic studies conducted to
confirm cyanobacterial cell-death from methanol treatment.
The cyanobacterial cells treated with 100% methanol solution
emitted no red autofluorescence confirming cell death.49 These
dead cyanobacterial cells were then examined for photocurrent
generation studies by maintaining all other parameters
constant as for healthy/live cyanobacterial cells. As can be
noted, light on/off experiments with dead cyanobacterial cell
sample does not produce any detectable photocurrent during
several light and dark cycles during experiment conducted for
the duration of about 45 min (Figure S5). Therefore, the two
control studies (Control 1, only PEDOT:PSS without
cyanobacterial cells (Figure 3G), and Control 2, dead
cyanobacterial cells (Figure S5)) support the claim of detected
photocurrent generation from the extracellular electron
transport associated with cyanobacterial cells during the light
illumination studies in the presence of a photosynthetically
active light source.

Additionally, we proceeded with experiments to examine the
dependence of photocurrent amplitude on luminous flux
variations for 3D printed cyanobacteria sample. This study
establishes linearity, reproducibility, and repeatability of
generated photocurrent in a single experimental run.
Interestingly, the 3D printed cyanobacteria sample responded
faithfully to the increasing (Figure 3E) and decreasing (Figure
3F) luminous flux variations over three light and dark cycles. It
is evident from Figure 3E,F that luminous flux variation studies
generated a noteworthy mirror image pattern for dependence
of photocurrent on luminous flux. Moreover, the generated
photocurrent follows almost linear variation trend for
increasing and decreasing luminous flux (Figure 3H). The
minimum amount of luminous flux required for 3D printed
sample to generate a stable photocurrent (i.e., photocurrent
reaching a plateau level) is about 1600 lm, whereas the
maximum allowable luminous flux is about 3200 lm. Exposure
of cyanobacterial cells above this luminous flux is detrimental
to outer membrane proteins resulting in their denaturation and
thus affecting the functioning of bionic mushroom.

Figure 4. Engineered bionic symbiosis studies. (A) Photograph of samples showing an evident decrease in cyanobacterial cell density collected
from BM and AM on three different days. (B,C) Absorbance spectra variation of (Chl-a) pigment extracted from cyanobacterial samples collected
from BM and AM, respectively. (D) Variation of normalized percentage of Colony Forming Unit (CFU) with respect to cyanobacterial samples
collected at different time intervals (Tc) from agar plate counting method (N = 5) (bar colors: green, samples collected from BM; red, samples
collected from AM; blue, control samples). (E) Standard plate counting method showing agar plates for estimating cyanobacterial growth kinetics
for different collection time (Tc) interval.
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An interesting aspect of integrating cyanobacterial cells over
mushroom’s pileus originates from the existence of endosym-
biotic relationship between bacterial cells and fungi offering
numerous benefits.50 In our present study, we have explored
such an engineered bionic symbiosis contributing toward a
novel functionality of enhanced life-span of cyanobacteria. The
biotic mushroom’s structure is rich in moisture content,
provides suitable canopy, and, hence mimics appropriate
biophysiological environment for supporting viable bacterial
colonies. The following section describes experimental efforts
to establish engineered bionic symbiosis, resulting in enhanced
life-span of cyanobacterial cells immobilized on mushroom’s
pileus. Previous studies have shown label-free spectroscopy
method based on optical density (OD) measurements using
UV−visible spectroscopy as an effective technique to
determine bacterial cell concentration in culture media.51

Likewise in the present study, UV−visible spectroscopy was
employed to determine pigment concentration from cyano-
bacterial cell suspension and, concurrently, a standard plate
counting method was employed to examine cyanobacterial
growth kinetics to support the claim of engineered bionic
symbiosis.
The 3D printed cyanobacteria on pileus of both mushrooms’

BM and AM, Figure 1H,K were incubated at an ambient
temperature of ∼27 °C and were examined for enhanced life-
span of cyanobacterial cells. Immobilized cyanobacteria
samples from both mushroom’s pileus were collected at
regular intervals of 12 h (Tc) for 3 days duration. The
periodically collected samples were then incubated in nutrient-
rich medium (Alga-Gro by Carolina) (pH ∼ 7.8) and
alongside seeded on agar plates for standard plate counting
to determine viable cyanobacterial growth. Concurrently,
samples were collected at similar time intervals (Tc = 12 h)
from a freshly growing cyanobacteria culture and was
incubated in nutrient-rich medium and seeded on agar plate
as a control sample for the experiment. These cyanobacterial
samples collected at different time intervals (Tc) were allowed
to enter the exponential growth phase, as during this phase cell
division proceeds at a constant rate.51,52 These exponentially
growing cyanobacterial samples were then collected for
experiments that allowed a reasonable comparison between
samples collected at different time intervals (Tc). Chlorophyll-a
(Chl-a) is a major photosynthetic pigment present in
cyanobacteria, which contributes largely toward photocurrent
generation.16 Therefore, the incubated cyanobacterial samples
in nutrient-rich medium were collected and examined for Chl-a
pigment concentrations with UV−visible spectroscopy (see
Experimental Methods). Higher concentration of Chl-a
pigment directly corresponds to a greater number of viable
cyanobacterial cells, resulting in higher absorbance from the
corresponding sample. Absorbance spectra for samples
collected from both mushrooms (BM and AM) follows a
steadily decreasing trend for longer collection time (Tc),
indicating that a longer collection time leads to lesser viable
cell density and, hence, reduced absorbance from extracted
pigments (Figure 4B,C). Interestingly, cyanobacterial samples
collected from BM (Figure 4B) shows relatively higher
absorbance as compared to samples collected from AM
(Figure 4C) for similar collection time (Tc). This observation
indicates that biotic mushroom pileus supports cyanobacterial
cell viability for longer time duration, as compared to the
abiotic mushroom. The biotic mushroom’s pileus is porous
and possesses fibrous stripes which efficiently absorbs the

nutrient-rich medium from the 3D printed bioink and hence
acts as a reservoir of essential nutrients for cyanobacterial cell
growth for longer time duration (see Supporting Information
Figure S6). Moreover, biotic mushroom surface provides
suitable temperature and pH for maintaining the viability of
cyanobacterial cells. These supporting biophysiological con-
ditions were absent for abiotic mushroom resulting in much
lesser cyanobacterial cell viability for similar collection time
(Tc).
Simultaneously, results from the standard plate counting

method followed an exactly similar trend, wherein cyanobacte-
rial cells collected during early hours resulted in greater
number of isogenic colonies. As evident from Figure 4D,
colony count significantly decreased for cyanobacterial samples
collected from AM after 24 h (Day 1); however, for samples
from BM the decreasing trend was observed after 48 h (Day
2). Figure 4E shows Agar plates used for counting
cyanobacterial colonies indicating the difference in cyanobac-
terial growth for samples collected at different time intervals.
Therein lies a strong corroboration between results observed
with UV−visible spectroscopy and standard plate counting
method, which paved the way for existence of engineered
bionic symbiosis resulting in the increased life-span of
cyanobacterial cells on biotic mushroom’s pileus. Experiments
were repeated five times during both methods resulting in
better statistical claim for establishing the existence of an
engineered bionic symbiosis.
Additionally, we have also conducted experimental studies to

compare cyanobacterial cell viability on pileus of live and dead
mushrooms to support the discussion on engineered bionic
symbiosis (see Supporting Information Figures S7 and S8).
Interestingly, this study also supports the claim of bionic
symbiosis existence between cyanobacterial cells and live biotic
mushroom. The pileus surface of live biotic mushroom absorbs
nutrient-rich medium hence acts as a reservoir of essential
nutrients for cyanobacterial cells to survive. Moreover, it
provides suitable biophysiological conditions, such as pH
(∼7.4) and temperature for cyanobacterial viability. The pileus
of abiotic mushroom (polysiloxane) and dead mushroom
(vinegar-killed) does not provide these suitable conditions
resulting in short-time survival of cyanobacteria. Therefore,
these two experimental studies establish the claim of
engineered bionic symbiosis between live biotic mushroom
and cyanobacterial cells.
In conclusion, our present experimental efforts establish 3D

printing technique as an efficient method to generate densely
packed, anisotropic cyanobacterial cells resulting in sufficient
cell-population density for synergic operation, leading toward
enhanced photocurrent generation. The rheological studies of
as-prepared electronic-ink and bioink exhibited shear-thinning
behavior indicating uniformly dispersed suspension and high
viscosity resulting in better printability on mushroom’s pileus.
The seamless bionic intertwining of cyanobacterial cells with
GNRs, provide effective pathways for direct extracellular
electron transfer resulting in photocurrent during light
illumination studies. Furthermore, an interesting dimension-
ality of engineered bionic symbiosis resulting from the present
integration between cyanobacteria and mushroom was
established from corroborating results from UV−visible
spectroscopy and Agar plate counting method. Mushroom’s
pileus nurtures suitable biophysiological conditions (reservoir
of nutrient-rich medium, apt temperature, pH condition, and
moisture-rich environment) facilitating high-viability and
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enhanced life-span of cyanobacterial cells. Therefore, the
presently developed 3D printed bionic mushroom architecture
is an environment-friendly and green source of photosynthetic
bioelectricity with advanced functionality of nourishing the
energy producing cyanobacteria. We believe that techniques
developed in the present research can also be extended to 3D
print other bacterial colonies with smart hydrogel materials for
advancing bionic integration studies. Moreover, we envisage
that the 3D printing bacterial nanobionics approach can
organize different bacterial species in complex arrangements to
investigate spatial and environmental parameters for influenc-
ing other bacterial social behaviors, such as bioluminescence
and virulence.
Experimental Methods. Printing of Electrode Network.

Graphene nanoribbons (GNRs) (AZ EM Branchburg Plant)
were procured and used in the present experimental study
without any further modification. PEDOT:PSS of high
conductivity grade as a thick consistent paste was obtained
from Sigma-Aldrich. Different concentrations of GNRs in
PEDOT: PSS solution, ranging from 1% to 2.5% w/v (with an
interval of 0.5%) were tested to optimize a well-dispersed,
percolated solution that resulted in long-range connectivity of
graphene nanoribbon matrix by employing tip-ultrasonication
at an ambient temperature for 30 min duration. The resulting
as-prepared electronic-ink was a conformal and uniformly
distributed solution (Figure 2H) used for 3D printing
electrode network in a Fibonacci series pattern on the
umbrella-shaped mushroom’s pileus (Figure 1G,J).
SEM Sample Preparation. Samples were thoroughly rinsed

with PBS buffer (pH ∼ 7.4) followed by dehydration in series
of ethanol solutions (Sigma-Aldrich) at different concen-
trations (70%, 80%, 90%, and 100%) for 15 min duration.
Later samples were dried with 2:1 solution of hexamethyldi-
silizane (HMDS) (Sigma-Aldrich) with ethanol for 15 min
duration. In the final step, samples were then transferred to
100% HMDS inside a ventilated chemical fume hood and left
for 12 h, allowing the HMDS to evaporate. The as-dried
samples were then sputter-coated with ultrathin Au coating
(thickness ∼5 nm) before loading them into the SEM
(FESEM, Zeiss Auriga) chamber for imaging and analyzing
the interaction between cyanobacterial cells and GNRs.
UV−visible Spectroscopy Studies. Exponentially growing

samples of cyanobacterial suspension (2 mL) in nutrient-rich
(Alga-Gro fresh water medium) were collected for these
studies. These collected samples were centrifuged at 15 000×g
for 10 min and the supernatant was discarded. Precooled (4
°C) methanol (0.5 mL) was added to cyanobacterial cell
pellets and was homogenized by vortexing at 2800 rpm for 20 s
duration. This was followed by incubating the samples at 4 °C
in dark conditions for 30 min duration allowing for
photosynthetic pigments to be extracted from cyanobacterial
cells. The above solution is then centrifuged again at 15 000×g
for 10 min duration to collect extracted pigments as pellets. In
the final step, these samples were analyzed with UV−visible
spectrophotometer (Cole-Parmer) with methanol as a
reference sample. Samples were scanned from 400 to 700
nm with a slit width of 1 nm.
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